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For kosher bakers, this book is nothing short of a revolution!Paula Shoyer offers a thoroughly
modern approach to Jewish holiday baking that includes both contemporary and traditional
recipes, more than 45 of which have been skillfully adapted for Passover. Even less-observant
Jews will enjoy celebrating the holidays with these innovative and delectable desserts, including
an exquisite Raspberry and Rose Macaron Cake-plus dozens of low-sugar, gluten-free, and nut-
free treats to enjoy all year. This comprehensive collection of delicious, fail-proof baked goods is
an absolute must-have.
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ContinuesThree years ago, one of my greatest dreams was realized with the publication of The
Kosher Baker: 160 Dairy-Free Desserts from Traditional to Trendy (Brandeis 2010). It took me
five years to get that book into the world. I was certain that the kosher community needed it,
because every kiddush and event I went to was still serving the same boring parve desserts I
had eaten since I was a child. Kosher food was becoming more gourmet and kosher desserts
needed to catch up. The Kosher Baker started my kosher baking revolution.Since then, I have
been on a book tour that never seems to end. I have traveled throughout the United States and



Canada conducting baking demonstrations for Jewish groups—and learning that home bakers
are among the happiest people you will ever meet. Several miracles, big and small, happened
along the way.First, I will relate the bigger miracles. One day, back in December 2010, I received
an email from a woman named Brochi from Chabad of Sea Gate, Brooklyn, inquiring about my
availability to do a cooking demonstration for her community. Sea Gate is where my mother grew
up. I called Brochi and asked if her Chabad house was located at 3844 Lyme Avenue and she
replied, “Yeeesss?!” I proceeded to tell her that 3844 Lyme Avenue was once my grandparents’
house. I knew that it had become a Chabad house because, when my grandmother died at the
age of 98—after a lifetime of baking—the rabbi who officiated at her funeral was the rabbi of
Chabad of Sea Gate. Then Rivkah Brikman, the rabbi’s wife, got on the phone and she could not
believe that the person she was speaking to, and whom she wanted for the cooking class, was
the granddaughter of the family she had heard so much about.Where would I be doing the
demonstration? In my grandmother’s kitchen!—The same grandma to whom The Kosher Baker
book is dedicated, and the grandma who gave me my first taste of delicious homemade
desserts.I taught the class to 45 women, some of whom had connections to my grandparents.
My daughter Emily, my aunt Ethelind Wiener, and my parents Reubin and Toby Marcus were
there too. I expected to be overwhelmed with emotion. Instead, I felt extremely calm, happy, and
at peace, as if it were the most natural thing in the world to be back in my grandmother’s house
after 24 years. At that moment I knew that I was exactly where I was supposed to be, doing
precisely what I was meant to be doing.The second miracle was more of my own creation. For
several years I had auditioned for television cooking shows, and though I was never cast, the
experiences gave me great material for comedy at speaking engagements. At one audition, for
example, I was asked to show them “a dance move.” When I read about a new dessert
competition show, I auditioned simply to get more material. This time, however, the joke was on
me, and I was cast for the first season of Food Network’s Sweet Genius. I did not win, but I had a
really great time. It was the hardest professional day I have ever experienced, but it was quite
exciting to be on the beautiful set and prove to myself that, even in my late forties, I could
challenge myself in a whole new way. I was happy with my performance, particularly because
judge Ron Ben Israel enjoyed the taste of my creations, and my cookbook and the word “kosher”
were mentioned on national television. I had never thought of myself as a brave person before,
but being on that show made me feel like a warrior, albeit one channeling Julia Child.The smaller
miracles are no less important. In the past few years I have heard from people who told me that
my book inspired them to start baking. A new bride wrote that my recipes connected her with her
grandmothers who had long since died. My nursery school teacher ended up in the audience of
a class I taught in New York City. A woman in New Jersey started a small business selling
desserts based on my recipes to help support her family. I inspired a teenage boy to sell babkas
out of his house. A man in his eighties was my assistant when I baked for an event in Michigan.
The kosher bakers of the Midwest, who have no kosher bakeries for miles and miles, made me
feel like I had written the book just for them.These beautiful experiences nourished my soul and



convinced me that I had to keep going, pushing the community toward even better, more
contemporary, easier, and healthier desserts. The kosher baking revolution continues.While The
Kosher Baker is meant to be your weekly Shabbat dessert handbook, The Holiday Kosher Baker
will become, I hope, your new holiday baking manifesto. It is designed to fit the way you think
about holiday desserts. For every Jewish holiday you need beautiful desserts for entertaining at
festive meals, but for major, longer holidays you also need snacks. The Holiday Kosher Baker
has recipes that are gluten-free, vegan, nut-free, and low in sugar. In other words, in this book,
there’s something for everyone in the Jewish community. It includes contemporary twists on
traditional desserts to remind people of their grandmothers, yet it brings the desserts they love
completely up to date.Each holiday chapter includes easy, one-bowl desserts, as well as fancier,
multiple-step desserts. This arrangement will help busy cooks find the elegant desserts they
need for evening and Shabbat/ holiday dinners and the quick recipes they want as snacks for
themselves, their kids, houseguests, and anyone else who might show up.The Holiday Kosher
Baker includes my best dairy recipes, mostly for the holiday of Shavuot. During my book tour,
many Jewish bakers who do not need dairy-free desserts approached me, requesting dairy
recipes. Since then, I have helped them to successfully reengineer my dairy-free recipes back
into dairy recipes.As we all know, Passover is the standout holiday that truly demands high-
quality desserts. The Jewish people have been lulled by years of baking the same old recipes
into thinking that Passover desserts have to be leaden and tasteless. This book proves them
wrong.The recipes here reflect a modern sensibility for healthier desserts and an exciting fusion
of flavors, with a generous peppering of international desserts. This is a new era for Jewish
bakers to showcase—at home—the same desserts they see in the mainstream. Now you have a
guidebook that shows you how to create new, creative, and yet holiday-appropriate desserts that
no longer reflect the “same old, same old” approach that we have used for a generation. It is time
to take a step forward, get into the kitchen, and realize that a new world of baking is at your
fingertips. Join my revolution.Your Kosher Baking EncyclopediaThe skills you’ll learn here will not
only help you perfect the recipes in this book—they can also be applied to all the dessert recipes
you make, and give you the confidence to ensure success every time you bake.HOW TO USE
THIS BOOKEvery major holiday has two distinct baking needs: elegant desserts for Seders,
Shabbat, and holiday dinners, and snack desserts for daytime. Most chapters of this book are
divided into two sections, so you can easily find the perfect dessert to match your entertaining
and snacking needs. You will find low-sugar, gluten-free, vegan, and even nut-free desserts in
this book—something for everyone. Each recipe tells you how easy or challenging it is, but do
not be frightened by recipes that have long instructions—they are simply meant to carefully walk
you through the steps:EASY These are usually one-step or very simple two-step desserts that
do not require any special skills. Most easy recipes require no more than 15 minutes of active
prep time, but some recipes may require chilling dough or batter overnight.MODERATE These
recipes are often two-step desserts, a cookie or cake with a filling or glaze, desserts that require
special shaping of the dough, or more than 20 minutes of preparation time.MULTIPLE-STEP



These desserts are not necessarily difficult—the recipes simply have two to three parts. For
example, a recipe might include a dough plus a cooked filling, along with a rising or chilling time,
and require more sophisticated baking skills. These desserts typically demand more than 30
minutes of preparation time or have several parts that take about ten minutes each.To help you
follow special diets or customs, recipes are labeled with the following designations:DairyGluten-
freeLow sugarNut-freeParveVeganFor PassoverNon-gebrokts (no combination of matzoh cake
meal and liquids)BASIC BAKING EQUIPMENTA kosher kitchen is a jam-packed place, so you
want to store only what you truly need. You also need to have certain equipment that makes
baking easier and faster. Here is my list of essentials, the equipment I use over and over again:*
Food processor* Electric mixer, preferably a stand mixer with whisk, hook, and paddle
attachments* Measuring cups and spoons (at least two sets)* Waxed paper* Parchment paper
or silicone baking mats* Wooden spoon* Wire whisk* Juicer* Vegetable peeler* Heatproof bowl*
Mixing bowls* Zester* Silicone spatulas* Candy thermometer* Kitchen scissors* Pastry
brushes* Dough scraper* Digital scale* Wire cooling racksNOTE: Additional baking equipment
is listed in the individual sections that follow.IF YOU’RE USING A CONVECTION OVENThe
recipes in this book were tested in non-convection ovens because not every oven has the
convection feature. If you use a convection oven, reduce the temperature by 25 degrees
Fahrenheit (4 degrees Celsius) and reduce the baking time by 5 to 8 minutes for cake recipes;
and 2 to 3 minutes for cookie recipes. Everyone’s oven is different. The first time you try a new
recipe, reduce the baking time by 2 to 5 minutes and check the dessert for doneness. You can
always add baking time, but you cannot take it away.COOKIESEveryone loves cookies—they’re
a great snack to have on hand or in the freezer to serve when people show up or when you want
to treat yourself with a small bite of something delicious. Cookie-baking success depends on
three things: the right equipment so your cookies bake evenly, knowing the tips to roll or shape
your cookies, and how to check for doneness.* Cookie sheets—Cookie sheets are one type of
pan that cannot be replaced by disposable substitutes. Disposable sheet pans are flimsy, and
cookies do not bake evenly on them. Use sturdy cookie sheets. It is worth having at least two
good cookie sheets and then baking in batches. I have found that heavy-gauge, light-colored
aluminum pans are best for most cookies; they will not buckle with use (buckling will cause
cookie dough/batter to spread in unattractive ways). Darker-colored cookie sheets absorb more
heat, so if you use them your cookies will bake faster. I keep two kinds of sheets in my collection:
jelly roll pans and flat pans with a small lip on one side to allow me to slide parchment and
cookies off easily.Additional Essential Cookie-baking Equipment* Cookie cutters, different sizes*
Rolling pin* Silicone baking mats (such as Silpat)* Long and wide metal spatulasCookie
Doneness, or You Are the Cookie BossI always tell bakers to shave about two minutes off the
baking time the first time they follow a new cookie recipe and then check the cookies for
doneness, because everyone’s oven is a little different. If your cookies are done to your taste,
take them out of the oven; if not, check them again in another minute. In each of my recipes, I
give a range for baking time, as well as a visual description of what the cookies should look like



when they are done. Remember that, just like roasted meats and chickens, cookies (even
perfectly soft ones) will continue to bake after they are removed from the oven.FOR CRISP
COOKIES, you want to bake them until the edges are golden, but the center can still be a light
color. If you bake cookies until the centers are the same color as the edges, they will be dry.FOR
CHEWY COOKIES, try the press test. If you can press your finger down on top of the cookie all
the way to the bottom, it is not yet done. If you can press halfway through the cookie, remove it
and the rest of the batch from the oven and let them cool; they will harden up just a bit yet remain
chewy. If you press the top of a cookie and can barely press down, it is already crisp and
overbaked (for a chewy cookie).I recommend doing a test batch of six cookies or fewer to see
how they bake in your oven. If they come out badly, you have not lost much dough and you will
have learned precisely how long to bake your cookies so they come out perfectly. Remember,
“perfect” means how you like them.These Pistachio Cookies are chewy. Try the “press test” to
make sure they are done the way you like them.Decorating and Plating CookiesWhen I was in
cooking school in Paris, one of the youngest instructors taught me that most desserts can be
fixed or even reassembled to look better. For example, to save a burnt cookie edge, the first line
of defense is to take out your vegetable peeler and scrape off the burned parts, keeping the
round shape of the cookie. A knife will leave evidence that you tried to fix it. If your cookie did not
brown evenly or is simply not as pretty as you hoped it would be, you can always dust the top
with cinnamon or confectioners’ sugar (either straight or mixed with cocoa). To dust one-third or
one-half a cookie, cover the part that does not need dusting with a strip of parchment or waxed
paper.COOKIE BAKING TIPS1. Always line your cookie sheets with parchment paper or a
silicone baking mat.2. As you shape cookies, try to make them the same size so that they bake
at the same rate.3. Even if you set your oven to the “convection” setting, you should still rotate
the cookie sheets and switch the pans to different racks halfway through baking.4. Trust yourself
—you know how you like your cookies; bake them the way YOU want to eat them.I also like to
decorate cookies with dark or white chocolate, both for fun and to cover any blemishes. You can
dip part of a cookie into melted chocolate, drizzle lines of chocolate onto your cookies, or use a
pastry bag to make chocolate dots, squiggly lines, or any other decoration. Let chocolate-
decorated cookies dry before placing them in storage containers.When plating cookies, use a
platter of a contrasting color. Chocolate cookies look great on blue, turquoise, pink, or other
bright-colored plates. Vanilla cookies should be placed on darker plates. Discount kitchen and
home stores are great places to buy interesting plates and platters.I like to display cookies
overlapping in rows. If you have more than one type of cookie to serve, place them in alternating
rows. I will sometimes take a batch of simple cookies, dust half of them with confectioners’
sugar, and decorate the remainder with dark chocolate so it appears that there are two entirely
different types of cookies on the platter, when I have only baked one.Freezing Cookie Dough
and Storing CookiesI often freeze rolls of cookie dough and then slice and bake as needed. You
could also bake all the cookies for an entire holiday at one time—just label and place them in the
freezer, and pull them out as needed. Cookies do thaw pretty quickly, often in less than an hour,



and I usually remove them from the freezer before we sit down for dinner. The best way to keep
cookies looking good during freezing is to place the cool, freshly baked cookies on a cookie
sheet and freeze them for half an hour. When the cookies are firm, you can stack them in a
freezer bag and they will retain their shape and not crumble into each other. Layering cooled
cookies between sheets of waxed paper and freezing them in large plastic containers also works
well. Containers prevent breakage, particularly for delicate cookies, although fewer broken
cookies result in fewer treats for you. Freezer bags work just fine for sturdy cookies. Most
cookies will store well in a freezer for up to three months.CAKESAll bakers need a handful of
cake recipes that they have mastered to celebrate the holidays and occasions of their lives. The
equipment and tips below will help you create cakes that are baked properly and that release
easily from the pan. I have also armed you with techniques for making your cakes look as
beautiful as possible with little effort.If you make a lot of cakes, the best piece of equipment you
can buy is either a stand mixer or an electric hand mixer.Additional Essential Cake-baking
Equipment* Baking pans—If you do not have exactly the same size pan as the one that is called
for in a recipe, do not worry—just use a pan that is about one inch smaller or larger.* Bundt pan
—I use silicone ones with a 12-cup (2.8-liter) capacity* 8 to 9-inch (20 to 23-cm) round baking
pans—use nonstick pans* 8-inch (20-cm) square pan* 9 x 13-inch (23 x 33-cm) pan* 11 x 14-
inch (28 x 36-cm) pan* 12-inch (30-cm) loaf pan* Muffin tin and muffin liners* Springform pan*
Jelly roll pans—12 x 18 inches (30 x 46cm)Tools for Decorating and Glazing Cakes* Small flat
metal spatula* Large flat metal offset spatula* Disposable pastry bags* Pastry tips—3 different
sizes of circles, the largest ½-inch (1.25-cm) wide; 2 star tips in different sizes; and a tip with a
flat side to allow you to make ½-inch (1.25-cm) stripes on your cakes.* Long serrated knife for
slicing cake layers* Cardboard circles* Decorating turntable* Skewers to test for
donenessGreasing PansOther than during Passover (when dietary restrictions prevent it), the
easiest way to grease a cake pan is with spray oil that contains flour. You can also grease a pan
with regular spray oil, oil, melted butter, or margarine. Add two tablespoons of flour to the pan,
shake it all around to cover and then tap out the excess flour. When I use round, square, or
rectangular baking pans, I often trace the bottom of the pan on parchment paper, cut out the
shape, grease the pan with oil, press in the cut parchment, and grease the top of the parchment.
This method makes it super easy to pop a cake out of the pan.Testing DonenessToothpicks are
too short to insert into a large cake to test for doneness. Buy long wooden kebab skewers and
store them near your oven; they allow you to test the deepest part of your cake. Once the
inserted skewer comes out clean, the cake is done. For layer cakes, err on the side of baking a
moment or two longer; it is easier to slice and assemble an overbaked cake than an underbaked
one.Other Cake-baking Tips, Techniques, and ToolsEGGS Cakes come out best when eggs are
at room temperature.BEATING EGG WHITES The whites should be at room temperature (leave
them out for at least an hour). First whip them on medium speed until foamy. Then turn the speed
to low and add a pinch of salt or a few drops of lemon juice, which will stabilize the beaten egg
whites. Bring the speed up to medium for a few seconds and then up to high. If your recipe calls



for soft peaks, the whites should bend slightly when you gently lift the whisk. If your recipe
requires stiff peaks, beat the egg whites until the peaks stand straight up.COOLING Unless a
recipe states otherwise (such as for sponge cakes), let the cake cool in the pan for 10 minutes
and then turn it out onto a wire rack to cool completely. Every 20 minutes or so, move the cake
around so it does not stick to the rack.FILLING CUPCAKE PANS Do not fill more than ¾ of the
muffin cup with batter or the batter will overflow. Usually somewhere between  and ¾ full will
result in a relatively flat-topped and not overly large muffin or cupcake.EVEN BAKING If you are
baking several cakes at one time, rotate the pans halfway through baking time—and move them
to different racks to help them bake evenly.SLICING CAKE LAYERS First place your cake on top
of a piece of waxed paper. Trim the top and sides of the cake to make them flat. Use a knife to
mark on the side of the cake where you will slice it. Hold a long serrated knife in one hand and
place the other hand palm-down on top of the cake. Slice about 2 to 3 inches (5 to 8cm) into the
cake while turning the cake with the other hand. Keep turning until you have sliced 2 to 3 inches
(5 to 8cm) in all around. After you have cut all around, place the knife into one cut part and pull
straight across to join the cuts. Leave the slice on top of the cake and repeat for as many
additional slices of cake as are necessary. Your slices do not need to be perfect because they
will be hidden inside a layer cake.EVEN OUT THE LAYERS As you frost the layers, every time
you add a cake layer to a cake, bend down in order to see the cake at eye level and check the
top to make sure it is level. If it’s uneven, gently press down on the part of the cake that is higher
than the rest, or add more icing or glaze to level it out. (You can also use the same method to fill
in the side of a cake that needs to be evened out).FILLING AND USING A PASTRY BAG To use
any pastry bag, place the coupler inside the bag, position the tip you’ve chosen on the outside,
and secure it with a ring. Fold down the top of the bag about 3 to 4 inches (8 to 10cm), and fill
three-quarters of it. Then lift up the sides of the bag, making sure to keep the filling inside. Bring
the sides together and use your hand to squeeze the filling down toward the tip of the bag. Twist
the top of the bag and hold it in your hand, using your thumb to prevent the bag from untwisting.
Use that hand to squeeze out the filling and your other hand to guide where you want the filling
to go. To refill the bag, turn down the sides, fill it three-quarters of the way, and then press down
and twist the top of the bag.CRUMB COAT One of the challenges of cake decorating is keeping
the icing free of crumbs. The best way to accomplish this is to spread a thin coat of icing on the
cake and then put it in the freezer for at least twenty minutes. When you spread the next coat of
icing on top of the first, there will be no crumbs to pick up. Be careful to avoid getting crumbs in
your icing bowl. Use a decorating turntable to ice cakes.EASY CAKE DECORATIONS You can
never go wrong with a bar of chocolate and a vegetable peeler. You can shave the chocolate
directly onto the top of the cake or scrape the shavings into a bowl and then press them into the
sides of the cake. You can also press dry coconut or chopped nuts into the sides of a cake.
Another easy option is to melt chocolate (dark or white), place it into a pastry bag fitted with a
small round tip, and squeeze out swirls, lines, dots or anything else on top of your cake. If you
have pretty fruit, you can decorate the top or sides of the cake with strawberry slices, berries, or



any other sliced or cut fruit—but be sure to add the fruit just before serving the cake to keep it
fresh. If you are ambitious, you can buy white fondant, dye it any color you like, roll it out on
waxed paper sprinkled with confectioners’ sugar, cut it into shapes, and then press the shapes
into the cake icing.STORING Cakes made without fruit can be easily frozen, though apple cakes
freeze just fine. Once you’ve unmolded and cooled a cake, wrap it in plastic and freeze it. You
can also freeze cakes that have been assembled and frosted. First freeze the frosted cake on a
cookie sheet and, after it is frozen solid, wrap it in plastic and put it back in the freezer for up to
three months.TARTS, MOUSSES, AND PASTRIESWhen you are having guests for the holidays,
it is nice to present a dessert that looks like you spent hours in the kitchen on it, when you
actually didn’t. This book has several fruit tarts and pies for different holidays. With the right
equipment and techniques, you can achieve a truly professional look. I have also included easy
mousses and pastries, many of which can be made and frozen in advance of a
holiday.WHIPPING CREAM Place chilled cream into the bowl of a stand mixer and beat with a
wire whisk at high speed until the mixture forms thick ribbons.THAWING PUFF PASTRY
SHEETS If you have time, let the pastry sit at room temperature for about 45 minutes and then
unroll it. If you are rushed, remove the package of pastry from the box and place in the
microwave oven. Use the “defrost” function of the microwave and thaw for one minute. Turn the
package over and defrost for another minute. Remove the sheets from the package and place
them on a clean towel to finish thawing until you are ready to use them.Tools for Tarts and Pies*
Use a long wooden rolling pin without handles—it will roll more of the dough’s surface and you
can put pressure exactly where you want it in order to roll out the dough as evenly as possible.*
9-inch (23-cm) pie plate* Tart pan with a removable bottomRolling Cookie, Pie, and Pastry
DoughPlace a large piece of parchment paper on your counter and sprinkle it generously with
flour. Place the dough on top of the parchment paper, sprinkle it with more flour, and then cover
the dough with parchment paper. Roll the rolling pin over the parchment paper. Turn the bottom
parchment paper several times to roll the dough in different directions in order to even it out. Lift
the top piece of parchment from time to time and sprinkle the dough with a little more flour. To
place the dough into a pie pan, remove the top piece of parchment, place your hand under the
bottom piece of parchment, lift the dough, and turn it into the pie pan. Remove the parchment
paper and use your fingers to press the dough into place.PLATING DESSERTSHere are some
tips for plating your desserts:* Choose contrasting colors for sauces.* Cut your cake into
interesting shapes (such as triangles).* Add chocolate decorations.* Plated desserts should
have a mix of colors and textures (creamy and crunchy, for example).* Make sure that not
everything on a plate is either very sweet or very tart.TIMING AND PLANNING HOLIDAYSTwo
weeks before every holiday, start planning. Make your shopping list and decide what you want to
make. Consider the number of people for whom you’ll be cooking, and take into account any
food allergies. When you’re planning what to make for dessert, try to balance the heaviness of
the menu with lighter desserts and offer something light for friends who want a small treat, rather
than a full portion of dessert. It is nice to offer both fruit and chocolate desserts.As you consider



recipes for holiday meals, see which parts of various desserts can be made in advance. Doughs
and cake layers, for example, can be frozen and made weeks beforehand. Spread out the work.
If you are making an elaborate meal, do not choose a dessert recipe that requires last-minute
assembly or decoration.Although every recipe in this book indicates the number of servings,
bear in mind that if you are making several desserts, not everyone will have a serving of
each.I’ve found that these guidelines work well:* For 10 people—one large dessert, such as a
cake or pudding + one batch of cookies* For 20 people—two large desserts + two batches of
cookies.BAKING FOR JEWISH LIFE-CYCLE EVENTSAlthough the following section does not
pertain to holidays, I have included it because many people I meet on my book tour ask me how
to bake for these life-cycle events.A NOTE ABOUT BAKING FOR SHIVAThe Jewish custom is
that when a close family member passes away, the mourning family sits shiva (meaning seven,
for the number of days one sits), and friends and family come to visit and pay their respects.
There is often way too much food at a shiva, and you should always see who is doing the
coordinating and ask what is needed before you start baking. It is always a good idea to bring
the dessert sliced on a disposable platter so that no one has to do any work, and ask the host
whether they want to serve it or save it for later. If the person who has passed is elderly, consider
bringing a low-sugar dessert, because there will likely be several people in the crowd who are
diabetic. Also, think about bringing comfort desserts that will not make a mess.Some
suggestions:* Babka Bites* Everything Rugelach* Chewy Chocolate Olive Oil Cookies* Cheese
Babka* Madeleines* Nana’s Holiday Apple Cake* Cranberry and Orange Spelt Scones* Sugar-
Free Pumpkin BreadA NOTE ABOUT BAKING FOR A BRIS OR BABY NAMINGWhen you bring
desserts to a bris or baby naming, consider whether your goal is to feed the crowd or the mom. If
you know the mom well, then you know what she would like to nosh on. When my daughter
Emily was born in Switzerland, my friend Esther Lack came to the hospital with a huge bag of
mandelbread. The nurses in Geneva made me drink tea every hour (to help with lactation) and I
had a great snack to go with it. I often bring the moms a babka, challah, or cookies for
themselves and then something grander, like a layer cake, for the guests. It’s tricky, however, to
slice anything while you’re holding a baby. Always bring a dessert that a mom can grab with one
hand.For the Mom* Babka Bites* Tea Sandwich Cookies* Gingerbread Cookies* Decorated
Cookies with Royal Icing* Chocolate Chip Cookie Bars* Pignons* Everything RugelachFor the
Crowd* Whole-Wheat Chocolate Babka* Vanilla and Chocolate 12-Layer Cake* Ombré Layer
Cake—suggestions: blue or green for a boy and pink or orange for a girl* Red Velvet Layer Cake
with Vanilla and Chocolate Frostings* Almond and Olive Oil Cake* Cream Cheese FlanHIGH
ALTITUDE BAKINGAt high altitudes, desserts take longer to bake, and liquids evaporate faster
from batters and dough. To achieve successful desserts, Susan Purdy, author of Pie in the Sky,
suggests a range of recipe adjustments, depending on altitude. For best results, she suggests
increasing the amount of liquids in recipes by 2 to 4 tablespoons (30 to 60ml); increasing the
amount of dry ingredients (and in the case of Passover baking, the cake meal and potato starch)
by 2 to 4 tablespoons (15 to 30g); decreasing sugar by 2 to 4 tablespoons (25 to 50g); and



decreasing baking powder by ⅛ to ½ teaspoon. Adjusting recipes for high altitude baking is not
an exact science and may require some trial and error on your part. Be sure to keep notes on the
results.Rosh Hashanah and Yom KippurThe two-day holiday of Rosh Hashanah is the Jewish
New Year. It is the anniversary of the creation of humanity, a time when we acknowledge G-d as
Creator of the entire universe. We recognize not only G-d’s historic role in the world but G-d’s
continuous presence in our lives. During services we pray to G-d to grant us a happy and healthy
new year. The shofar (an instrument made of a ram’s horn) is blown to serve as a wake-up call to
repentance.For a month before Rosh Hashanah, the shofar is blown every morning in
synagogue to alert us to the upcoming holiday. In my neighborhood, Rosh Hashanah’s imminent
arrival is signaled every year by the delivery of honey from the Starr family. My friend Lily Starr
spends months choosing the honey, the bottle, designing the label, choosing the ribbon, the
perfect box, and writing a lovely New Year blessing. The honey tastes different every year; some
years it is sweeter and some years it is less intense, just like life. On the first night of Rosh
Hashanah, we drizzle the Starr family honey on our challah and dip apples in it and wish each
other a sweet new year. Indeed, Rosh Hashanah desserts are traditionally made with apples and
honey to symbolize the desire for a sweet year.This chapter has contemporary desserts but also
ones that will remind you of your grandmother’s, such as apple cake, strudel, and babka. On
Rosh Hashanah, rather than serving a huge buffet of deserts, I often serve a plated dessert,
which is sufficient after a meal that simply includes too many courses. One year I served
squares of chocolate layer cake with a slice of strudel alongside. This chapter also contains
recipes that serve a crowd—to enable you to bake fewer desserts but still have enough to feed
your family and guests. And there are cookies and snack-type desserts to nosh on during the
long afternoons.Unless it is also Shabbat, on the first day of Rosh Hashanah we perform
tashlich; we ceremonially cast our sins into a natural body of flowing water. The custom is to
throw pieces of bread into the water. I live down the street from a creek, and every year our dear
friends the Gold-Pastor family join us as we walk down to the creek, say the prayers,
symbolically throw our sins away, and then come back to my house for cinnamon buns.On Yom
Kippur we fast and spend most of the day in the synagogue asking G-d for forgiveness for our
sins. We read the story of Jonah, which teaches us that we all have the capacity to change.
When the fast is over, we begin the year with a clean slate and a chance to improve our
relationship with G-d and with the people in our lives.Ashkenazi tradition is to break the fast with
dairy food, so for desserts, my family eats breakfast-type pastries, including croissants, scones,
and sticky buns (recipes for these are in this chapter). When you are contemplating ways you
can improve during the coming year, consider some baking resolutions. Start baking challah for
Shabbat. Warm homemade challah provides both physical and spiritual nourishment. Resolve to
bake for others who need uplifting, to show them they are worth the effort you took to plan, shop,
bake, and deliver something sweet. Bake from scratch more often to give your family and friends
desserts that are far healthier and more flavorful than packaged and bakery treats. If you have
overeaten desserts in the past year, commit to saving treats for Shabbat and holidays and forgo



them the rest of the time.PLANNINGAs Rosh Hashanah comes right after the summer, start
baking challahs in August. Once they’re baked, let the challahs cool, wrap them in foil, and
freeze them. Just a few hours before the festive meal, take the wrapped challahs out of the
freezer and put them in the oven to warm (with the wrapping on). The Rosh Hashanah tradition is
to serve round challahs, to remind us of the crowning of G-d as king and of the Jewish life cycle.I
also start baking cookies, and anything else that can be frozen, weeks before the high holidays
(instructions for freezing are included with every recipe). There is plenty of last minute cooking to
do for the holiday, so it helps to have challah and desserts done a few weeks beforehand.For the
break-fast meal, you need to do any baking in advance, and take the desserts out of the freezer
to thaw just before you return to synagogue for Ne’ila, the last portion of the Yom Kippur service
before the end of the fast.Rosh Hashanah Snacks and Yom Kippur Break-fast Breads and
PastriesPizza EbraicaBabka BitesHoney Cake BiscottiChocolate MadeleinesOrange and Honey
MadeleinesPignonsCranberry and Orange Spelt SconesChocolate and Almond
CroissantsCheese DanishWhole-Wheat Chocolate BabkaPecan Sticky Buns with Butterscotch
Whisky GlazeWhole Grain Carrot CakeDesserts for High Holiday EntertainingQuinoa Pudding
with Caramelized Apples and HoneyNana’s Holiday Apple CakeApricot and Berry StrudelVanilla
and Chocolate 12-Layer CakeChocolate Ganache Layer Cake Squares with Fruit SauceOmbré
Layer CakeApple Pizza TartRaspberry and Rose Macaron CakeApple and Honey Challah
RollsRosh Hashanah Snacks and Yom Kippur Break-fast Breads and PastriesOn Rosh
Hashanah, I find I always need snack desserts for breakfast, tea time, and following tashlich.
The desserts in this section are also easy to double and serve for a crowd for the holiday meals.
The pastries in this section are perfect light desserts to serve after the fast of Yom
Kippur.EASYPARVEPIZZA EBRAICAServes everyone, until it’s goneOn my blog I called Pizza
Ebraica, which comes from the Jewish Ghetto in Rome, the ugliest dessert you will ever love.
Every Friday, Jewish Romans line up to buy this mandelbread, which is burnt black to a crisp
and filled with candied fruit (which I’ve replaced with apricots and cranberries). My friend Linda
Watson of www.cookforgood.com, wrote a story about this recipe for the Huffington Post and
describes Pizza Ebraica as the most frugal dessert you can make because you use any nuts or
dried fruit that you happen to already have on hand (just follow the amounts indicated below).
You do not need to bake the mandelbread until it is charred, but “well-browned” results in a
crunchier loaf. Warning: It is very addictive.¾ cup (180ml) extra virgin olive oil1 large egg
white4¼ cups (530g) all-purpose flour½ teaspoon salt1 cup (200g) sugar¾ cup (120g) dark
raisins soaked in 1 cup (240ml) sweet wine for ten minutes (you can also use purple grape
juice)1 cup (150g) whole almonds, with skins½ cup (100g) dried apricots, chopped½ cup (70g)
pine nuts¼ cup (35g) dried cranberries, chopped½ cup (80g) golden raisinsPREHEAT OVEN to
400°F (200°C). Cover a jelly roll pan with parchment paper or a silicone baking mat. Set it
aside.PLACE THE OLIVE OIL, egg white, flour, salt, and sugar into a large mixing bowl and mix
with a wooden spoon or electric mixer. The mixture will look like very dry crumbs. Add the raisins
and wine and mix with a wooden spoon or your hands. Add the almonds, apricots, pine nuts,



cranberries, and golden raisins and mix until combined. Place the dough on the prepared jelly
roll pan and shape it into a large oval or rectangle, almost the size of the cookie sheet. Pat the
top down.BAKE for 30 to 35 minutes, or until well browned. Let cool. To eat, break into pieces.
Store at room temperature for up to five days, if it lasts that long.PARCHMENT PAPER VS.
SILICONE BAKING MATSI have always preferred parchment paper to line my baking pans,
because items bake faster and are crisper when they are closer to the hot pan. While writing this
book I went through cases of parchment paper, so I started using silicone mats more often and
am generally very happy with the results. I do, however, find that cookies and nuts baked on
silicone mats need to bake a bit longer to brown well. For this dessert, parchment results in a
crunchier bottom.MODERATENUT-FREE • PARVEBABKA BITESMakes 46 to 48Chocolate
babka is my most popular dessert, and I have enjoyed teaching audiences of all ages all over
the U.S. how to make it. Because it is also one of my most addictive recipes, I came up with a
two-bite version so I can enjoy my beloved babka without overeating. In the end they came out
so good that the risk of overeating has not been completely eliminated. Be careful not to
overbake these bites or you will lose the soft interior.Dough¼ cup (60ml) warm water½ ounce (2
envelopes; 14g) dry yeast¼ cup (50g) plus 1 teaspoon sugar, divided2½ cups (315g) all-
purpose flourdash salt4 tablespoons (57g) margarine, at room temperature for at least 15
minutes¼ cup (60ml) canola oil1 large egg plus 1 egg whiteFilling½ cup (1 stick; 113g)
margarine, at room temperature for at least 30 minutes¼ cup (20g) unsweetened cocoa¾ cup
(150g) sugar cup (60g) mini chocolate chipsTo make the doughPLACE WARM WATER, yeast,
and 1 teaspoon sugar into a large mixing bowl or the bowl of a stand mixer and let it sit for 10
minutes, until the mixture bubbles and thickens. Add the ½ cup (50g) sugar, flour, salt,
margarine, oil, egg, and egg white. Combine with a wooden spoon or a dough hook in a stand
mixer until all the ingredients are mixed in. Cover bowl with plastic wrap and let rise 1½ hours.To
make the fillingPLACE THE MARGARINE into a medium or large bowl and beat until creamy.
Add the cocoa and sugar and beat until combined. Cover with plastic and let sit at room
temperature while the dough is rising.PREHEAT OVEN to 325°F (160°C). Place mini muffin
papers into a 12-cup mini muffin pan. You will need to bake Babka Bites in batches.To assemble
and bakeAFTER THE DOUGH HAS RISEN, divide it in half. On a large piece of parchment
paper sprinkled with a little flour, roll each piece of dough into a 9 x 12-inch (23 x 30-cm)
rectangle so that the 12-inch (30-cm) side is facing you. Sprinkle a little flour on the rolling pin if
the dough starts to stick to it. Use a silicone spatula to spread half the chocolate filling all the
way to the edges. Sprinkle half the chocolate chips all over the chocolate filling and roll up tightly
the long way. Cut into ½-inch (1.25-cm) slices and place one into each of the muffin cups, cut
side up. You will have about 24 slices. Repeat with the rest of the dough.BAKE for 20 minutes, or
until lightly golden. Serve warm or at room temperature. Store covered at room temperature for
up to four days or freeze for up to three months.“YOM KIPPUR BAKING”One year, sometime
between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, I was a guest on the Martha Stewart Living radio
show on XM Sirius. The title of the show was “Yom Kippur Baking,” which was pretty funny, given



that Yom Kippur is a fast day. We debated the merits of chocolate babka versus cinnamon buns
for the break-fast, with babka emerging as the clear winner.EASYNUT-FREE • PARVEHONEY
CAKE BISCOTTIMakes 30It was around Rosh Hashanah when I was getting to the end of
developing recipes for this book, and my friend and great baker, Rhonda Alexander-Abt, was
horrified that I did not have a honey cake recipe. I told her how much I hated honey cake. She
was relentless and said I could not call this a Jewish holiday baking book without honey cake. So
I challenged her to come up with a new idea that I would actually like. Rhonda came up with the
idea, and I created the recipe, which tastes just like honey cake, but has a cookie crunch. This
recipe makes cookies on the chewier side, but if you want them harder, just bake them a few
minutes longer after they are sliced.3 cups plus 2 tablespoons (390g) all-purpose flour½ cup
(110g) dark brown sugar, packed½ teaspoon cinnamon½ teaspoon ground ginger½ teaspoon
ground cloves¼ teaspoon ground nutmeg1 teaspoon baking powderdash salt½ cup (120ml)
canola oil½ cup (170g) honey¼ cup (60ml) brewed coffee or espresso2 large eggsPREHEAT
OVEN to 350°F (180°C). Cover a jelly roll pan or cookie sheet with parchment paper. Set it
aside.IN A LARGE BOWL, place the flour, brown sugar, cinnamon, ginger, cloves, nutmeg,
baking powder, and salt and mix together. Add the oil, honey, coffee, and eggs and mix gently to
combine.DIVIDE THE DOUGH in half and shape each half into a log, 10 to 12 inches (25 to
30cm) long by 4 inches (10cm) wide, leaving 2 to 3 inches (5 to 8cm) between each loaf.BAKE
for 35 minutes, or until the loaves are set and a little browned on the bottom. Slide the parchment
paper off the pan. Let the loaves sit for five minutes. Slice each loaf into ¾ to 1-inch (2cm) slices.
Place a new piece of parchment paper on the pan and place the cookies on it, cut side down.
Bake for five more minutes. Let the cookies cool on the pan. Store in an airtight container for up
to five days or freeze for up to three months.MODERATENUT-FREE • PARVECHOCOLATE
MADELEINESMakes 24Madeleines are shell-shaped mini sponge cakes that are typically
lemon-flavored. These cakes were made famous by a reference in Marcel Proust’s In Search of
Lost Time, where he wrote about the pleasurable memory of the taste of a madeleine dipped
into a cup of tea. Each of us has foods that evoke certain memories. These are the perfect treats
to create new holiday memories.½ cup (1 stick; 113g) margarine, plus 1 tablespoon for greasing
molds cup (25g) unsweetened cocoa, plus 1 tablespoon for dusting molds1 cup (125g) all-
purpose flour, plus 1 teaspoon for dusting molds3 large eggs, at room temperature for at least
one hour¾ cup (150g) sugar1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract3 ounces (85g) bittersweet
chocolate½ teaspoon baking powder1 tablespoon confectioners’ sugar for dusting,
optionalPreparing the madeleine moldsPREHEAT OVEN to 375°F (190°C).YOU WILL NEED
shell-shaped madeleine molds to make these 2- to 3-inch (5- to 8-cm) cakes. Melt 1 tablespoon
margarine and use a pastry brush to grease the inside of the madeleine molds, making sure to
grease well. Combine the 1 tablespoon cocoa with the 1 teaspoon flour in a small bowl and
sprinkle into the molds. Tap out the excess cocoa and flour into a bowl and reserve for the other
batches.Preparing the batter and baking the cakesPLACE THE EGGS into a large bowl and
beat with an electric mixer on low speed for 30 seconds. Add the sugar in four parts, beating



continuously on low speed. Add the vanilla and turn the mixer to high speed and beat for 5 full
minutes. The mixture should be thick and creamy.NEXT, PLACE THE ONE STICK margarine
and bittersweet chocolate into a medium microwave-safe bowl. Heat until melted, about 1
minute. Whisk well. Add the remaining cocoa and baking powder and whisk well. Add the
remaining flour and use a silicone spatula or wooden spoon to mix into a dry-looking paste.ADD
HALF of the beaten eggs to the chocolate mixture and whisk. Put half of this mixture back into
the eggs and mix on low speed until almost combined. Add the remaining chocolate mixture to
the eggs and mix on low speed for 30 seconds. Turn the mixer up to high speed for 15 seconds,
or until mixture is thick and smooth. Cover with plastic wrap and place in the fridge for 15
minutes. May be made a day in advance.SPOON A TABLESPOON of the batter into each mold.
Use your finger to spread the batter the long way down the mold (so that the baked cookie will
have all of the madeleine’s distinctive shell shape). Cover the leftover batter and put it back in
the fridge until you are ready to bake the next batch.BAKE the little cakes for 12 to 13 minutes, or
until a toothpick inserted comes out clean. Immediately remove the madeleines from the pan by
tapping the pan on the counter near your wire rack. Let them cool on the rack, shell side facing
up. Wash out the molds and then grease and dust them with cocoa and flour. Fill the molds with
batter and bake as you did the first batch.SERVE WARM or at room temperature sprinkled with
the sifted confectioners’ sugar, if desired. Store in an airtight container for up to four days or
freeze for up to three months.BRINGING EGGS TO ROOM TEMPERATUREIf you’re in a rush:
Crack the eggs into a metal bowl. Take a second larger bowl and place an inch of hot water
inside. Place the bowl with the eggs on top, and the hot water underneath will warm them. When
the eggs no longer feel cold, they are ready to use.Orange and Honey Madeleines, Chocolate
MadeleinesMODERATENUT-FREE • PARVEORANGE AND HONEY MADELEINESMakes 30I
have included an orange-honey glaze to give the madeleine cakes a stronger honey taste. If you
are short on time, you can just dust the cakes with confectioners’ sugar, and they’ll be just as
good. Remember to serve them shell side up. You can buy madeleine molds in kitchen stores
and online. I have one pan that makes 12 cakes, which I use to bake madeleines in batches. The
little cakes come out of the molds easily if you grease them with spray oil that contains
flour.Cakes4 large eggs, at room temperature for at least one hour cup (65g)sugar4 teaspoons
orange zest (from 1-2 oranges)2 teaspoons fresh orange juice, from zested orange½ cup (1
stick; 113g) margarine3 tablespoons honey1 cup (125g) all-purpose flourspray oil containing
flour or spray oil plus 2 tablespoons flour for greasing and flouring panGlaze1 cup (120g)
confectioners’ sugar2 tablespoons fresh orange juice, from zested oranges3-4 teaspoons
honey, to tasteTo make the cakesPREHEAT OVEN to 375°F (190°C). Grease the madeleine
molds with spray oil containing flour.PLACE THE EGGS into a large bowl and beat with an
electric mixer on low speed for one minute. Add the sugar in four parts, beating continuously on
low speed, adding more sugar after each addition is mixed in. Add the orange zest and juice and
turn the mixer up to high speed and beat for five minutes. The mixture will become thick and
creamy.
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Lena, “Really great kosher baking cookbook to have. Really great kosher baking cookbook to
have! It has lots of creative as well as traditional treats for all of the Jewish holidays. The recipes
are divided by holidays, and I also liked that each section is further subdivided into level of
complexity with sections for easy and quick recipes and ones that require more time. The
chocolate babka bites and the passover lemon cake are delicious! You wouldn't even be able to
tell that the lemon cake is a passover recipe! I think this book is worth it just for the passover
section alone, no more awful passover sponge cakes made with tasteless matzo meal! There
are also lots of great photographs in this book, which is good for those of us who are more
visual.”

Leah Chamish, “Delectable for holidays - and all year round!. I ordered this cookbook figuring it
would come in handy during the holidays. However, after flipping through the mouthwatering
images, my daughter and I couldn’t wait to bake. The instructions are clear and easy to follow,
which made the process a pleasure. Paula Shoyer’s Apple Pizza Tart recipe came out amazing -
a delicious hit with my family. Can’t wait to try the others. Highly recommend!”

E.K., “Must-have cookbook for Jewish holiday baking. I don't even keep kosher, but I have been
so thrilled with Paula Shoyer's book! I was looking for a great resource on Jewish holiday
baking, and this book doesn't disappoint. I've probably tried about half a dozen of her recipes,
and all have been terrific. I made the babka bites for my mother-in-law a few months ago, and
she still can't stop talking about them. The combination of traditional and modern recipes works
beautifully, and the images accompanying the recipes are absolutely mouthwatering.”

jackie-b, “Beautiful book!. Not surprising that another one of Paula Shoyer's cookbooks is a
family favorite. The illustrations are good and the levels are easy to understand. Books like these
take Kosher baking to a whole new level!”

Michele Thaler, “Thinking of ordering another..... I just received this book yesterday and I am
already itching to get into the kitchen. I love Paula Shoyer and I love the way she writes. This
book is accessible, user friendly and beautiful. Paula manages to make us all feel capable of
creating beautiful pastries!! There are so many great Pesach recipes I am already
contemplating ordering a second and keeping it clean for Pesach.Paula - Here's hugs and
kisses to you!!”

EB, “Do NOT Pass Over Buying This Book!. Organized VERY WELL. Good recipes. Nice change
UPS from the same old same old.What's not to love???Buy the Book! Before Passover!”

Matzmaw, “Gorgeous book with delicious recipes!. Gave this book as a gift for a seasoned



baker. She thought it was amazing both in the pics and the recipes. She tried several recipes an
says they are outstanding! Had to keep looking back at the Passover recipes to make sure they
were for Passover they were so delicious! A big hit is this wonderful cookbook1”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great cookbook with easy to follow instructions whether you are .... Great
cookbook with easy to follow instructions whether you are making for the holidays or want to try
out some new recipes. Highly recommend!”

Yazzy7illi, “A real winner. If i was to rate the book based on photographs alone it would score
mega points! Recipes and instructions are clear and easy to follow. I especially loved the extra
tips throughout the book. For a Kosher beginner or Kosher Curious(!) this is a great start and
includes perfect accompaniments to incorporate into your celebrations.”

Bernard, “wedding present. good gift”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Regalo per un amica ma lo comprerò anche per me. Libro regalato ad un
amica assieme ad in set di cup e spoon perchè questo è il metodo di misura utilizzato. Per quello
che ho notato sfogliandolo è piuttosto completo passando dai dolci della tradizione a quelli
moderno con chiara segnalazione degli ingredienti utilizzati classificandoli secondo la regola
ebraica ( neutri, latticini ecc...) segnala anche se le ricette sono nuts free. Un unico difetto all
occhio ...una ricetta intitolata basil nit pie conteneva brasil nut.”

Lindsey, “Best Biblical Holiday Baking Cookbook!. My absolute favourite holiday cookbook. I
used to sign this out from the library multiple times a year and finally decided to just purchase it.
The interior is beautifully designed and it just feels so special to me when I open it up during the
holidays. I love the thought that is put into the recipes, such as several warm desserts for Sukkot
for those of us that brave the outdoors in cooler climates. This book itself has become one of our
family traditions.”

BusyHouse, “but good enough to use all year round. Bought for Passover, but good enough to
use all year round!”

The book by Paula Shoyer has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 65 people have provided feedback.
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